Starting A Lucrative
Cleaning & Sealing Business
A Case Study

Introduction
At Greenscapes Inc., dependability is the
foundation for building long-term client
relationships. And after 30 years of being in
business, it’s evident this CT-based landscape
company has mastered the art of relationshipbuilding. While Greenscapes specializes in
professional construction and design services,
owner Tim Hara has discovered the key to
leveraging pre-existing relationships and
unlocking a new revenue source. In this case
study we’ll unveil the secrets to success in what
still remains unchartered territory for many
contractors and installers … the cleaning and
sealing business.

Featured Greenscapes Project:
A walkway designed with Unilock
pavers and sealed with Gator Hybrid
Seal High Gloss, Hebron, CT

“This product drastically changes the look of the pavers. It’s something the
customer actually has to see in order to believe.”
-Tim Hara on Gator Hybrid Seal High Gloss

A New Opportunity Awaits ...
Cleaning and sealing can be tricky business.
First, while there are a multitude of cleaners
and sealers on the market, it’s not always clear
which products will be a good fit for each
project. Then there’s the application process.
Working with sealer requires a certain level
of know-how and skill (as well as cooperation
from Mother Nature). One small error during
the installation can cause a job to fail fast.
(And repairing a sealing job gone wrong can
be a nightmarish challenge that no contractor
ever wants to be confronted with.) Lastly,
estimating cleaning/sealing projects can be
complicated if you’re not familiar with the
products and application process.

So it’s understandable why many landscape
and hardscape contractors steer clear of this
kind of work. However …

You’re missing a huge opportunity for
added revenue if you’re not offering
these services!
In our recent interview with Tim Hara, owner of
Greenscapes Inc. in Hebron, CT, we collected
some inspiring insights on his company’s
success with cleaning and sealing … and now
it’s time to share them with you!

Product Knowledge
Continuing education and staying on top of
what’s new in the industry is an integral piece
of the Greenscapes business model. Not only
is the company ICPI- and NCMA-certified, but
Tim and his team know how to utilize their
resources when it comes gaining product
knowledge.
While the crew has been using Gator cleaners
and sealers for a solid three years, they still
have questions from time to time. And when
questions arise, they go straight to the source
and turn to the Alliance support team for
answers.

Gator products is the support I receive. A
local rep is always available to quickly answer
questions and that’s extremely important to
me,” explains Tim.
At the end of the day, your level of product
knowledge will ultimately determine your
level of success in the cleaning and sealing
business. So where do you begin? We’ve put
together a quick list of resources to get you
started:

“One of the main reasons I’m loyal to Alliance

Sealing Gone Wrong SlideShare
l Sealing Natural Stone SlideShare
l The Ultimate Sealer Cheat Sheet
l The Alliance Gator Blog

Equipment

Planning & Estimating

After you’ve learned the products, it’s time
to set yourself up with the tools for success
(literally). Part of Greenscapes’ commitment
to the cleaning and sealing business is
investing in the right equipment. According
to Tim, having a reliable sprayer is of utmost
importance. (We typically recommend an
HVLP type sprayer like the Chapin Xtreme.)
Some other tools you’ll want to consider: a
pressure washer, solvent-based rollers, waterbased rollers, brushes, and protective gear
for handling products.

Greenscapes has taken an organized
approach to cleaning and sealing by entering
each season with a plan in place. On average,
the company handles eight cleaning/
sealing jobs per year. And according to Tim,
dedicated time is carved out of the calendar
to specifically work on them.

l

“We try to do all of our cleaning/sealing
projects for two to three weeks straight.
Manpower gets split between prep work,
cleaning, and sealing. After these jobs are
complete, we then go back to new install
projects.” (Continued)

Planning & Estimating
Weather can pose a variety of scheduling
challenges, so it’s important to know
and understand how rain and extreme
temperatures can affect a sealing project. In
most cases, a sealer should only be applied to
pavers that are completely dry. And as a rule of
thumb, 60-80 degrees is an ideal temperature
range. If these conditions don’t exist on the
day of your project, it’s time to readjust your
plans!
Tim doesn’t take chances with weather that’s
not optimal. “We don’t do any sealing when
there’s a chance of showers in the forecast for
24-36 hours. However, cleaning is typically ok
with rain showers after 12 hours.”
So yes, there will be days you get stuck inside.
But you can still make productive use of your
time! Whether you do some online training
or research ways to creatively market your
new cleaning/sealing business, professional
development is the perfect way to keep busy
when bad weather strikes.
A process for estimating should also be a
consideration upon entering the cleaning
and sealing business. Time will need to be
invested in visiting job sites because, as
Greenscapes has learned with experience,
there is not a cookie cutter approach to
estimating. (The Alliance Gator Cleaning &
Sealing Quote Worksheet provides a great
roadmap to estimating. You can download a
free copy at: alliancegator.com/quote.)

The job site visit is also a great time to gain
insight into the client’s expectations … and
help set them accordingly! This is especially
important for sealing jobs. Below is a list of
factors you can review with each client to help
drill down which product(s) best matches their
sealer needs.

Common
Considerations
l

Customer preference/requests

l

Environment - (indoor/outdoor,
ambient temperature, weather
conditions, etc.)

l

Level of maintenance

l

Environmental/governmental
requirements

l

Time between resealing

l

Final color

l

Cost

l

Ease of application

l

How consistent the sealer is
across the application

l

How the sealer cures

Source: ForConstructionPros.com,
“Choosing the Right Sealer” August 20, 2008

For more creative tips, read our blog
post 5 Tips To Better Market Your
Landscape or Hardscape Business.

Marketing
Once you’re ready to start cleaning and
sealing, you’ll want to target new business
by promoting these services in all of your
marketing efforts. This may include: updating
your website, making announcements on
social media, or launching a special email
campaign.
While it may take some time to gain traction
in acquiring brand new business, your existing
customers are a gold mine of potential
cleaning and sealing leads!
“For all patio or sidewalk installations, we
follow-up with the customer six months later
by sending an email about cleaning and
sealing,” shares Tim.

This has been a very successful strategy for
Greenscapes as it generates the majority of
their cleaning and sealing business.
Another piece of marketing advice from
Greenscapes: show and tell! One of Tim’s
favorite sealers to use on projects is the Gator
Hybrid High Gloss. For customers who are
looking for color or sheen enhancement on
their pavers, he finds that showing an actual
sealed sample is extremely effective.
“This product drastically changes the look
of the pavers. It’s something the customer
actually has to see in order to believe.”

Recap
Launching a successful cleaning and sealing
business can happen … it certainly has for
Greenscapes! Through education, planning,
and marketing, you’ll be well on your way to
discovering added revenue in a niche that
many contractors avoid. The business is yours
for the taking! Are you ready?

Greenscapes Inc.
15 Teichert Lane, Hebron, CT
860.228.9105
www.greenscapesct.com

Alliance Designer Products Inc.
225 Boulevard Bellerose West
Laval, Quebec H7L 6A1
Toll-free: 1.866.212.1611
www.AllianceGator.com

